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THE$FOLLOWING$IS$A$TYPED$FORMAT$OF$ABOVE$MEDICAL$REPORT$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Geo Care Medical report entry dated 26/01/2013. Psychiatric Nurse. Chris seen for review today. 
''Discussed past traumas @ length'', ''effects on mental state'', ''current way of thinking''. 
''Feels that has been able to adapt self to avoid'' ''flight instinct & always fight''. Therefore, 
confrontations & Police & authority. ''Chris now wishes to alter way of thinking'' and ''inmate 
response to over react in dangerous settings''.$

Geo Care Medical report entry dated 28/01/2013. Psychiatric Nurse. Whilst on Unit this Am. Staff 
notified self prisoner had handed in T.V. as ''was sick'' of watching so many people die in Syria'' 
Nil risk identified. 
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Local Plan Files Notes- Location doc entry dated 27/ 1/ 2013.''Chris handed in his T.V. to staff 
today'', ''stating that the images of war in Syria & other negative stories from around the globe 
are triggering significant Post Traumatic Stress Issues''. ''He needs to deal with these emotions'' 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Prison medical reports. 
18 Prison medical reports. 
 



''hence giving in his T.V. to staff''. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Psych services engage in constant 
consultation with prisoner''.                                                                                          $

Local Plan Files Notes- Location entry dated 28/ 1/ 2013.                                                                
''Chris is still showing signs of stress''$

Doctor&Danny&Sullivans&Direct&Influence&On&P.T.S.D&condition:&
 

Page 81 L14- 16 Mr Holt:  Again, Your Honour, the detail of that, the extent that we've been able to 
discern it from the various prison and medical records and so on 

Page 81 L18- 20 Mr Holt: I don't intend to take Your Honour chapter and verse through each 
of those entries but there are there and they are relied upon 

Page 84 L11-13 Mr Holt: I understand so. I will just confirm that. They were given a raft of 
material. Yes, Yes, Your Honour, they were. 

Pamela Lynn Mathews evidence Page 174 L7 - 8 Mr Chatwick: Um, I was provided with a very 
large box of documents and when I first went to Mr Binse, Pamela Lynn Mathews evidence Page 
175 L24 –L76 L7 Mr Chatwick: I'm asking if she tends more towards the trend of post –traumatic 
stress disorder than Dr Sullivan, or do you disagree?---what I'm --- Are you on the same level?--- 
What I say is that his presentation is a function of – is likely to be the result of being restrained in 
restrictive custody settings, okay and that he has a history of post –traumatic stress disorder and he 
still has some of those symptoms. He still has some of those symptoms or he still has a lot of those 
symptoms?--- Post- traumatic stress disorder, um in total would have over some 20 symptoms but he 
has the main ones which appear in chronic disorders that become integrated into self, and that is 
particularly the fixated aspects and fear aspects. 

Pamela Lynn Mathews evidence Page 176 L16 – 18 Mr Chatwick: but I do note that the longer or 
the more chronic the symptoms are, the more- harder the symptoms are to treat.$21.!!
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70.  

AT NO TIME DOES CROWN- DEFENCE SEEK TO ESTABLISH THAT [63] IS THE SOURCE OF 
[69] THAT IT WAS ORIGINALLY ATTRIBUTED BY ''ME'', ''CLAIMED BY DANNY SULLIVAN''. 
“EFFECTIVELY VETOING ALL OTHER DOCUMENTED FACTS”. 

LET’S NO OVERLOOK FACT, THIS ASSERTION “NOT PROVEN AND UNTESTED”! 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Supreme Court of Victoria from dates of 28th -30th May 2014. Before His Honour Justice T. Forrest 
70!Dr!Danny!Sullivans!report!dated!19th!January!2014!

 



''Attribute'' definition in Dictionary. - ''To consider as belonging'', ''I never nor did''! 
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